
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT DATA SHEET (PDS) 

COMET SUMMER COOLANT 
 

DESCRIPTION 

 
Comet Summer Coolant is a premium ready to 

use performance coolant and environmentally 

sensitive radiator coolant. The product is 
formulated with super concentrate which 

provides 

excellent corrosion protection and heat transfer 

properties to provide long term protection of the 
cooling systems of passenger cars, light trucks 

and heavy-duty diesel engines. 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

- The inhibitor system provides corrosion protection 
for all engines and cooling system metals including 
aluminum, iron, steel, cooper and solder alloys. 
- Low rate of depletion of the organic inhibitor 
ensures long-term corrosion protection under all 
conditions. 
- Excellent inhibitor system protects wet liner 
from cavitation erosion, and provides exceptional 
protection to aluminum surfaces under heat transfer 
conditions. 
- Prolonged water pump life due to fewer dissolved 
solids due to its excellent corrosion protection. 

APPLICATIONS 

- Passenger car gasoline and diesel engines. 
- Light duty commercial gasoline and diesel engine. 

- Heavy duty diesel engines fitted with “wet”and 

“fry” liners. 
- On and off-highway service trucks. 

- High temperature aluminum engine blocks. 

 
MEETS PERFORMANCE LEVELS 

- Mercedes Benz Sheet 325.0 
- GM/ Opel B040 0240/QL 130 100 
- SAAB 6901 599/ MAN 324/ BMW N 600 69.0 

- MTU MTL 5048/ VW 774 C/ SABS 1251 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT DATA SHEET (PDS) 

COMET SUMMER COOLANT 
 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 

Properties Method Unit Typical Values 

Appearance Visual  Clear & Bright 

Color   Green 

Boiling point ASTM D 1120 OC 98 

Density @ 15 OC ASTM D 1298 Kg/l 1.625 

Ph   7.6 

 
WARNING 

 
The coolant contains super concentrate which is harmful or fatal if swallowed. Avoid both eye and skin 
contact. If accidentally swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Provide large quantities of water and 
immediately seek medical attention. If splashed in the eyes, wash with clean water for at least 15 minutes. 
In all cases, seek medical attention. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 
Prolonged and repeated contact with oil may cause skin disorders. Incase of skin contact wash 

immediately with soap and water. Do not discharge used oils in to drains or environment. Dispose to 
authorized used oil collection point. 

 

NB: Always store on temperatures between -5 to 40 0C 


